Stenton Vocabulary Quiz

Instructions: Write the letter of the definition next to the correct vocabulary word.

1. _____ Scholar  A. A buyer and seller of goods
2. _____ Slavery  B. The person in charge of another person’s business.
3. _____ Merchant  C. A system in which people are owned as property by other people.
4. _____ Quaker  D. Small, tube-like beads made from seashells, strung in strings or woven into belts.
5. _____ The Walking Purchase  E. A unit of land about the size of a football field
6. _____ Wampum  F. An agreement between the colonists and the Lenape where the colonists would have all the land “as far a man can go in a day and a half”.
7. _____ Agent  G. A member of the Society of Friends, a religious group that believes all people should live as friends and are equal in the eyes of God.
8. _____ Acre  H. A learned, or well educated, person.
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ANSWER KEY

1. ____ H ____ Scholar
   A. A buyer and seller of goods
2. ____ C ____ Slavery
   B. The person in charge of another person’s business.
3. ____ A ____ Merchant
   C. A system in which people are owned as property by other people.
4. ____ G ____ Quaker
   D. Small, tube-like beads made from seashells, strung in strings or woven into belts.
5. ____ F ____ The Walking Purchase
   E. A unit of land about the size of a football field
6. ____ D ____ Wampum
   F. An agreement between the colonists and the Lenape where the colonists would have all the land “as far a man can go in a day and a half”.
7. ____ B ____ Agent
   G. A member of the Society of Friends, a religious group that believes all people should live as friends and are equal in the eyes of God.
   H. A learned, or well educated, person.
8. ____ E ____ Acre